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The series of locomotive designs 
built from 195I onwards became 
generally known as standard types, 
in order to differentiate (for the 
enthusiast at least) between, say, 
the class 5 mixed traffic 
locomotive of LMS vintage and the 
standard BR class 5. In keeping 
with the nationalised railways' 
policy of comparing and 
standardizing the best design 
practices of the former companies, 
twelve new designs were 
produced between 1948 and 1950 
for subsequent construction. 
These could perhaps be classified 
as: 

(i) Entirely new,  

(ii) Not so new, and  

(iii) Modified existing regional 

designs.  

Each group covered four classes of 
locomotive, and it is in category 
(iii) that the type about to be 
described was listed. The group 
(iii) designs were predominately 
derived from later LMS practice, 
the reasons for which are twofold. 
Obscure perhaps, but not quite 
insignificant, is the fact that the 
design staff of the Railway 
Executive were largely ex - LMS 
employees.  

Also, the new designs were 
required to have an almost infinite 
route availability, and the later LMS types, 
particularly the Ivatt designs, already had a greater 
measure of this than the other three companies' 
products. The 115 locomotives comprising the 
standard class 4 2-6-0 type were to be an extension 
of the LMS Ivatt design of 1947, affectionately 
known as "Doodlebugs". 

The parent drawing office selected for design work 
was Doncaster, with construction at Doncaster, 
Derby and Horwich. Since the general design of this 

particular engine was already in existence, such 
alterations as were made were confined to 
modifications to boiler mountings etc. to accept 
standard fittings. Externally, the appearance was 
altered to be in keeping with the remainder of the 
standard family. Alterations and improvements 
were also made to the blastpipe and chimney 
proportions, as a result of tests carried out on the 
Ivatt version. 

 

 

 

 



Leading dimensions: 

Length over buffers:  55ft 10 ½in. 
Rigid wheelbase:   24ft 1in (engine) 13ft. (tender). Equally divided 
Driving wheels:   5ft 3in. 
Cylinders (2):  17 ½ ins x 26 ins. 
Boiler type:  BR7 
Boiler diameter (o/s): 4ft 9½ in. increasing to 5ft 3in. 
Boiler Pressure:  2251b. psi. 
Heating Surface:  Tubes 1075 sq. ft 

Firebox 131 sq. ft 
Superheater 247 sq. ft 

Firebox:    7ft 6in x 4ft ½in. 
Grate area    23 sq. ft 
Tractive effort (S5070BP):  24170lb 
Tender types:    BR2, BR2A, BRIB 
Weight in working order:   101 tons I8 cwt (engine, BR2 and 2A tender) 

111 tons (engine and 1B tender) 
 

 

Frames were of I 1/8in steel plate, stayed vertically and 
horizontally 4ft 1 ½in. apart by fabricated plate 
stretchers. Driving and coupled axleboxes were fitted 
with plain bearings, with manganese steel liners, 
following LMS practice. Cast steel axleboxes were used 
for the coupled wheels with pressed-in white metal 
brasses, though bronze castings were used for the pony 
truck. The cylinders were also steel castings, with 
renewable cast iron liners; the 5in. piston valves being 
operated by Walschaerts valve gear. Two-bar 
crossheads were used to allow clearance for the 
coupling rods, since the cylinders were too close to the 
leading coupled wheels to permit the use of the three-

bar arrangement within the smaller L1 loading gauge. 
Connecting and coupling rods were deeply fluted steel. 
One notable departure from more usual procedure 
was the reversing arrangement, the reversing screw 
being fitted to act directly upon the weighshaft instead 
of the more common arrangement of reach rod and 
lifting arm.  

Wheels and axles were similar to practice then 
current, having 3 in. tyres shrunk on to cast steel 
centres. No other fastening was used, following a 
practice initiated by Bulleid on the SR. The wheel size 
of 5ft 3 in. was adopted into the standard range, purely 
on the grounds that the class 4 design was itself 

The LMS Ivatt 2-6-0 could definitely be described as the precursor of the BR 
Standard design, sharing many common features, including Doncaster Works, 

where many of these “Doodlebugs” and BR 4MT 2-6-0s were built. 
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adopted almost in its entirety from the LMS. Leading 
pony truck wheels were the standard 3 ft diameter 
specified for all carrying wheels. Springing and brake 
gear were standard components. For the 
driving/coupled wheels, underhung leaf springs were 
used, with helical coil springs for the pony truck. Single 
hangered brake shoes were employed, with the cast 
steel dragbox carrying the steam brake cylinder and 
brake shaft brackets.  

The boiler, designated type BR 7, was one of four 
adapted from existing LMS designs that had already 
proved reliable and efficient in service. It was made in 
two rings, the second of which was tapered, with a 
length between tube plates of 10ft 10½in. and used the 
same flanging plates as the Ivatt class 4s. There were 
156 small tubes of I 5/8in. outside diameter, and 24 

superheated tubes of 5 1/8in. diameter. The firebox 
provided 131 sq. ft. of evaporative heating surface. It 
was constructed throughout of copper; the steel stays 
being arranged fore and aft and transversely. Water leg 
stays, however, were of Monel metal, another adopted 
feature of LMS practice. A rocking grate and twin 
hopper self-emptying ashpan were also fitted as 
standard components. A steel firebox was, I believe, 
considered; steel was cheaper, lighter and had greater 
strength, but copper was selected since the water 
supplies on which the BR types would operate were 
varied in quantity. Copper is less susceptible to 
corrosion than steel.  The smokebox was almost 
identical with the LMS version, being a rivetted 
cylindrical assembly and fitted with self-cleaning 
apparatus. Unlike its cousins, however, none of the 

standard class 4s was fitted with a double blast pipe. 
The single type was preferred, in conjunction with a 
standard plain circular type incorporating the blower. 
The whole was supported by a cast steel saddle, which 
also acted as a frame stay.  

Externally there were a number of details that differed 
a great deal from previously accepted practice though 
adapted from Ivatt designs. Most prominent amongst 
these was the provision of running boards carried on 
brackets high up on the boiler side, eliminating the 
need for splashers. This, coupled with the use of only 
two sets of valve gears outside the frames, greatly 
improved the accessibility of working pans for servicing. 
Though this feature was also evident on the LMS class 
4s, on the BR version the split-level running boards 
were joined by a sloping plate immediately in front of 

the cylinders. The reason is 
unknown, other than providing 
some protection for the 
mechanical parts and 
improvement in appearance.  

Other departures from 
traditional design were 
concerned with boiler 
mountings and associated 
equipment. Injectors, both 
mounted on fireman’s side 
under the cab, supplied water 
through two feed clacks 
mounted on either side of the 
boiler between the first and 
second cleading bands. The 
multiple valve regulator was 
operated by a transverse shaft 
through a stuffing box in the 
boiler shell, and actuated by an 
external arm from the cab. The 
main steam manifold was also 
externally mounted, on the top 
of the firebox and immediately 
in front of the cab spectacle 
plate. Such features as these 
became standard for the entire 

range and were essentially interchangeable.   

The design of cabs for the BR standard locos was 
virtually the same for all classes, with only one or two 
exceptions where dimensions only were altered to suit 
individual types. Style and layout were in part the result 
of discussions between BR management and trade 
unions representing the men required to work in them.  
A new feature introduced here was the provision of 
canvas draught screens between engine and tender for 
the greater comfort of the crew. This BR 2-6-0 
provided a neat well-balanced design in keeping with 
the desire for reduced operating costs and increased 
availability. 

The following table shows the building sequence as 
originally programmed. The actual annual programmes 

The last member of the class built was 76099 at Horwich works, and was 
paired with the BR2A tender. 



were varied according to the financial impositions of 
the commitments to BR funds. In this case actual 
building programmes were delayed by twelve months; 
consequently 76000 did not appear till 1953 and 76114 
was completed in October 1957. Each of the annual 

programmes for the class was delayed by exactly 
twelvemonths, which perhaps implies that only the first 
year’s construction was delayed for the above reason; 
or that it was decided at some stage in the planning 
that this class would not be required for another year. 

 

Batch Running 
Nos. Year Building 

Works 
Region 

allocated 
1 76000-04 1951 Horwich S 
2 76005-19 " " " 
3 76020-24 " Doncaster NE 
4 76025-29 1953 " S 
5 76030-44 " Derby E 
6 76070-74 " " Sc 
7 76045-52 1954 Doncaster NE 
8 76053-69 " " S 
9 76075-89 1956 Horwich LM 

10 76080-99 " " Sc 
11 76100-14 " Doncaster " 

 

The 115 engines suffered badly from erratic 
production, and despite the overall picture in late 
1952 of very slow progress with the Class, 
particularly at Horwich, 10 were completed in 
December of that year, four of which (76020 - 3) 
almost completed Doncaster's scheduled 
commitment of five. 

That said, delivery from Horwich was consistent 
throughout the first six months of 1953, although it 
was much more inconsistent at both Derby and 
Doncaster.  After the initial batch of four in 

December 1952, six months elapsed before the fifth 
Class 4 emerged from Doncaster, followed by one 
in September, two in October and one each in 
November and December 1953.    

The last member of the class to be built was 76099 
turned out from Horwich in November 1957. The 
last numbered member of the class, 76114, 
completed at Doncaster in October 1957 was also 
the last steam locomotive to be built at these 
works. 

BR Standard 4MT 2-6-0 fitted with the BR1B tender.  These were originally paired with engines 76053 
– 76069, and allocated to the Southern Region depots.  By 1964 they were found at Eastleigh, 

Guildford, Salisbury and Bournemouth. 



Tenders. 

The question of BR standard tenders and their 
pairings calls for some coverage as a separate topic, 
though in this case only three standard types are 
involved. The tenders for all the standard designs 
introduced a style previously only seen on the 

Austerity and later LMS designs. Their most 
outstanding feature, typifying the first standard 
locos, were the high inset sides to the coal space in 
order to provide greater visibility when running 
tender first. 

The original pairings of the three types of tenders were: - 

• Type 2 tender: 76000-44 
• Type 2A tender: 76045-52 and 76070-76114 
• Type IB tender: 76053-69 

 

Types 2 and 2A were of the inset side pattern; the 
sole feature, which distinguished type 2A, was the 
provision of a fall plate and gangway doors. The 
latter item had on type 2 only been attached to the 
cab. In all other respects these two types of tender 

were identical, carrying six tons of coal and 3500 
gallons of water, on a wheelbase of 13ft equally 
divided. Wheels at 3ft 3 Yz in. diameter were 
standard components and interchangeable with all 
others in the standard range. 

Timken roller bearings were provided on all axles. 
Water pick-Up gear was only fitted if required, 
though in all cases provision was made for this. The 
type 1B tender was very different and much larger 
both in size and capacity. Basically similar to the 
LMS pattern, these had flush sides and, when full, 
were over nine tons heavier. Coal capacity was 
increased from six to seven tons and water from 
3500 to 4725 gallons.  

There is reason to suppose that, since the 17 locos 
fitted with this tender were intended for the 
western division of the Southern Region, the 
increased water capacity would be required; 
perhaps in the light of experience gained with the 
earlier batches (76000-19 and 76025-29) having the 
smaller type 2 tender. To distribute the extra 
weight of the 1B tender the wheelbase was 
increased to 14ft, again equally divided. Gangway 
doors and fall plates were fitted similar to type 2A.

 

Tender Numbers 

Tender No. Tender Type Locomotive 
914 - 933 BR2 76000 - 76019 
934 - 938 BR2 76020 - 76024 

1044 - 1063 BR2A 76025 - 76044 
1226 - 1233 BR2A 76045 - 76052 
1234 - 1250 BR1B 76053 - 76069 
1251 - 1255 BR2A 76070 - 76074 
1460 - 1499 BR2A 76075 - 76114 

 

Operation. 

As may be seen from the table giving the original 
allocations, they were found on all regions. 
Generally they were intended for stopping 
passenger and light to medium freight services. 
Most of the passenger work was in the Southern 
and Scottish regions and on anything from suburban 
workings out of Marylebone to 60 mph plus over 
the Highland main line.  

They had almost universal route availability within 
the Ll loading gauge, and only slightly more 
restricted with the type 1B tender.  

It was intended that the Class 4 would operate 
many of the secondary services for stopping 
passenger, and light to medium freight workings. 
The class was distributed throughout all regions 
except the Western, with most of the passenger 

duties encountered on the Southern and Scottish 
Regions.  

Amongst their first duties on the Southern were 
London bound trains from Brighton, over the 
Oxted line, and by all reports they gave a mixed to 
favourable account of themselves. On the Eastern 
Region the four locos (76030-4) allocated to 
Stratford for working the Midland and Great 
Northern Joint line had a large recess in the lower 
cab sides, on both sides to accommodate tablet-
catching apparatus.  

As with most Standard types the response to their 
introduction varied between regions. The Southern, 
for instance, although showing considerable variety 
in the rosters, allocating Class 4s to anything from 
coal trains on the Central Section, to Western 



Section expresses into Waterloo, they were not 
too popular.   Initially, reports indicating that they 
were indifferent steamers were received, and 
required frequent mechanical adjustments by shed 
staff.  

Running in from Doncaster demonstrated, if not 
the opposite view, then certainly not one of 
condemnation. Though at the time, the ER seemed 

short of suitable motive power for local and 
excursion traffic, at both Northern and Southern 
extremities of its territory, and the class was 
deployed on a good variety of workings. 

Although reliable machines, in terms of steam 
locomotive age they were extremely short lived. 
Not quite seven years had elapsed before the first 
withdrawals took place early in 1964. 

Liveries.  

The class 4 2-6-0s were classified as mixed traffic 
engines and were turned out new in livery of 
standard black lined red, cream and grey. Buffer 
beams and stocks were the only parts not painted 
black. Boiler and cylinder cleading bands were lined 
with twin ¼ in. red bands. Valances were lined: 
bottom edge to top, 5/8 in. grey 1/8 in. cream, l in. 
black and ¼ in. red, the remainder black.  

Cabside and tender linings were the same as above 
but in reverse order i.e. from top edge to bottom, 
excepting the l in. black band, which was extended 
to 1 5/8 in. No lining was applied to the tender rear 
or engine and tender underframes and wheels.  

All motion work was finished bright. This was the 
standard livery between 1949 and 1956.  

The BR lion astride wheel crest was positioned 
centrally on the tender sides, facing forward on 
both sides.  

In 1956 several changes were made to all standard 
liveries, but the only effect on the class 4 styles was 
to change the pattern of the crest from lion astride 
wheel to lion holding wheel enclosed within a 
circle. The words BRITISH RAILWAYS were also 
displayed on the tender as part of this crest, but 
separated by the lion symbol. Lettering on cab sides 
was 8in. Gill Sans in yellow with no shading. A cast 
smokebox number plate was fitted, with raised 
numerals, a feature continued from LMS practice.  

 

Scottish Region’s 4MTs certainly had to work in some of the severest weather conditions.  
Here No. 76106 is seen shunting ion the early weeks of 1963, when the whole of the country 

was in the grip of the coldest winter.  The engine was allocated to 64F Bathgate at that 
time, and withdrawn in October 1966 

Photo courtesy: Don Rowland 



Number  To Traffic  Withdrawn  Number  To Traffic  Withdrawn  
76000  12/52  5/67  76059  6/55  11/66 
76001  12/52  8/66  76060  7/55  12/65 
76002  12/52  1/67  76061 7/55   12/66 
76003  12/52  3/66 76062 7/55  10/65 
76004  12/52  10/66  76063 7/56  4/67 
76005  12/52  7/67  76064  7/56  7/67 
76006  1/53 7/67  76065  7/56  10/65 
76007  1/53  7/67  76066 7/56  7/67 
76008 2/53  6/67  76067  8/56  7/67 
76009  2/53  7/67  76068  8/56  9/68 
76010  3/53  9/66  76069 8/56  6/67 
76011  3/53  7/67  76070  9/56 8/66 
76012  3/53  9/66  76071  10/56  1/66 
76013  4/53  9/66  76072  10/56  10/64 
76014  4/53  9/66  76073  10/56  6/66 
76015  5/53  10/65  76074  11/56 10/66 
76016  5/53  11/66  76075  12/56  10/67 
76017  6/53 8/65  76076  12/56 11/66 
76018  6/53  11/66  76077  12/56  11/67 
76019  7/53  4/66  76078  12/56  11/66 
76020  12/52  12/66  76079  1/57  11/67 
76021  12/52  9/66  76080  2/57  11/67 
76022  12/52  9/66  76081  2/57  7/67 
76023  12/52  10/65  76082  3/57  10/66 
76024  6/53  12/66  76083  3/57  11/66 
76025  10/53  11/65  76084  3/57  11/67 
76026  12/53  7/67  76085  4/57  8/66 
76027  9/53  10/65  76086  4/57  10/66 
76028  10/53  5/64  76087  5/57  1/67 
72029  11/53  10/64  76088  5/57  6/67 
76030  11/53  4/65  76089  5/57  10/66 
76031  11/53  7/67  76090  6/57  12/66 
76032  12/53  8/64  76091  6/57  12/66 
76033  12/53  2/67  76092  6/57  8/66 
76034  12/53 9/64  76093  7/57  2/67 
76035  5/54  5/66  76094  8/57  5/67 
76036  6/54  1/67  76095  8/57  3/67 
76037  6/54  6/67  76096  9/57  12/66 
76038  7/54  8/66  76097  9/57  7/64 
76039  7/54  6/67  76098  10/57  5/67 
76040  7/54  4/67  76099  11/57  8/66 
76041  7/54  4/67  76100  5/57  8/66 
76042  8/54  7/66  76101  6/57  12/66 
76043  8/54  9/66  76102  6/57  12/66 
76044  9/54  10/66  76103  6/57  7/66 
76045  3/55  2/66  76104  7/57  5/67 
76046  3/55  5/67  76105  7/57  2/66 
76047  3/55  11/66  76106  7/57  10/66 
76048  3/55  2/67  76107  8/57  10/65 
76049  4/55  1/66  76108  8/57  7/66 
76050  8/56  9/65  76109  8/57  9/66 
76051  8/56  6/67  76110  8/57  12/66 
76052  9/56  12/66  76111  8/57  1/66 
76053  4/55  12/66  76112  9/57  10/65 



76054  4/55  11/64  76113  10/57  12/66 
76055  4/55  10/65  76114  10/57  12/66 
76056  5/55  11/65    
76057  5/55  11/66    
76058  6/55  3/67    
 

Notes:  

It does appear from the table that 76099 was the 
last engine of the class to be built, turned out from 
Horwich in November 1957, whilst 76114 was the 
last engine of the class, and completed at Doncaster 
works a month earlier. Though having said that 
building programmes for the 76XXX class were 
delayed by a year, ten locomotives were completed 
in Doncaster 1952, 76000- 76005 and 76020-
76023. The fairly dramatic cutback of 40% in the 
locomotive building/renewal programme for 1952 
was made due to shortage of steel supplies.  

Production at Horwich seems to have been 
consistent throughout the first six months of 1953, 
although at Derby and Doncaster the picture was 
much more erratic. Since these latter were also 
constructing class 5s, 1952 schedules for this class 
were obviously set back to 1953 due to the steel 
shortage, with a consequent effect on 76XXX 
construction. Doncaster appears to have been 
worst affected since after the initial batch of four 

turned out in December 1952, no more were built 
till June 1953 (76024), then one in September, two 
in October and one each in November and 
December.  

During 1954/55 the output from both Derby and 
Doncaster was still at a moderate level, though this 
was stepped up slightly in 1956 with some from 
Horwich; finally in 1957 the last 36 locos were 
turned out (76079-76114) from Horwich and 
Doncaster.  

Withdrawals were made on a much more 
haphazard basis, seven in 1964, fourteen in 1965, 
and the remainder barring 76068 in 1966/67.76068 
was almost the last steam locomotive in service, 
being withdrawn in September 1968. 
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